
Introduction
Be the change you want to see. Gandhi

The production, use, and consumption of maps have
changed dramatically in recent decades and constitute one
of the largest transformations in the field of geography.
The introduction of the World Wide Web (WWW) has
increased the number of individuals that are involved in
mapping practices (Kraak, 2009: 562), that has in turn

encouraged a popularization of digital mapping in the last
five years (Dodge, Perkins and Kitchin, 2009: 223). New
technological applications have been linked to theoretical
and practical innovations such as neogeography (Turner,
2006; 2008), cybercartography (Taylor, 2005), locative
media (Rheingold, 2002), web mapping (Gartner, 2009),
and map hacking (Erle et al., 2006). At the same time, free
software and other technological advances link the Earth’s
surface to urban spaces: Goodchild (2000: 352) comments
about the social effects of these changes: ‘technology
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Figure 1 Screenshot of the homepage at Bdebarna: Històries de Barcelona (http://www.bdebarna.net)



increases the interaction between human beings and
geographic reality’. 

Within this context, this paper looks at alternative
ways to think about the contemporary practice of
cartography, after Dodge, Perkins and Kitchin in
Rethinking Maps (2009). Specifically, I introduce some
aspects of my doctoral research (in progress) about
everyday mapping practices on a Spanish website called
‘Bdebarna: Històries de Barcelona’ (Bdebarna: Stories of
Barcelona), available at http://www.bdebarna.net (Figure
1). This research is based on a content analysis of the
discourses on the website, including memories from the
past and current experiences of members of a group of
people living in the city, who share these ideas through the
Internet. 

One of the goals of this research is to understand how
everyday mapping practices can be one way to subvert
symbolic meanings of urban spaces, but also allow new
relationships between memory, place and local knowledge
to be constructed through user-generated content. 

Everyday Mappings as a Collaborative and
Social Experience: A Brief Description of
Bdebarna
Today there are a new ways to experience space. Corner
(1999: 227) provides a vision that includes exchange
between people and argues ‘The experiences of space
cannot be separated and differentiated. It is remade
constantly every time it is encountered by different people,
every time it is represented through another medium, every
time its surroundings change, every time new affiliations
are forged’. From this perspective, the aforementioned
Bdebarna project is a good example not merely of
experiencing space, but also of reflecting upon knowledge
construction and everyday mapping practices. 

Users establish a link between place and their
experiences. On one hand there is a ‘clickable map’ that
plays the role of ‘guiding the surfer’ (Kraak, 2009: 565,
563) so as to help users to access users’ contributions
comprising texts and other kinds of data. But, on the other
hand there is a social construction that – within a
poststructural framework – has a multiple, institutional and
contextual nature (Pickles, 2004). Following on from
Kitchin and Dodge’s (2007: 335) view that ‘maps are
practices’, they are both diverse and also encompass
relational causalities. They are ‘co-constitutive’
productions resulting from the relation between
inscription, individual and world (ibid.). In other words,
the map is an unfinished product and process in a
permanent state of becoming (Gibson, 2001, quoted by
Del Casino and Hanna, 2006: 36). 

Two features of this website are particularly interesting in
this context:

• Local and critical cartography based on social and
community constructions. It is a map that is the result
of exchange between users in the context of a

community map (Perkins, 2007; 2008). The
exchange itself is done by the Internet, which
essentially acts as a forum that includes local voices;
and

• The ‘maturity’ of the initiative which has existed ten
years and thus provides an important body of
information.

The Barcelonan Context: The City has an
Iconic Status in Urban Planning
‘Barna’ is an informal way people refer to the second
biggest city in Spain and specifically, to the capital of the
Catalonian Region. In some way, the name Bdebarna
(BofBarna) suggests the idea of ‘another city’ that is
constructed above less formal views. Starting from an
official map commissioned by the city council of
Barcelona, users have constructed a re-contextualization of
the same map (Figures 2 and 3). 

The project was defined by its founders as a ‘living
map’ of the city, which has been built and elaborated
through contributions of users. This map allows users to
publish, comment and/or access stories, ideas, suggestions,
complaints, and other diverse information. For that reason
it is considered both an artifact and a process, and a result
of the capacity to affect and be affected in everyday life.
The only requirement for the contributions is that the
stories that they provide must be in some way associated
with the city. 

This collaborative effort starts from everyday
cultural practices that create new meanings for places and
allows users to re-appropiate their territory. Users create
attachments to places based on their subjective
experiences, which are derived from processes of
consumption and production based on Web 2.0 principles
(O’Reilly, 2005). 

The role maps play in geography and other
disciplines is different. The communication model is of the
past and new patterns of understanding need to
acknowledge a range of human expression. The
reconfiguration of the city that the users propose is
constructed in eight categories: love, crazy things, fiction,
historical issues, bicycle stories, against war, complaints,
and everyday life (Figure 4). By June 2010, the website
had more than 2,200 stories and almost 11,933 comments
linked through coloured dots on the map. The most
commented stories relate to history of the city and
quotidian issues (Figure 5). 

When describing the website it is important to state
that it is not an open source; it is not georeferenced and
was created almost ten years ago, before the appearance of
applications such as Google Maps.

The founders of the website talk about three
dimensions of their project: first, a cultural one, because it
allows the memory of places and the city’s cultural
heritage to be preserved; second, a participatory
dimension, because the map is constructed from
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contributions of users; and third, a knowledge dimension,
because it is a platform that enables users to create and
exchange local knowledge. In this way citizens can access
several perspectives and city experiences and upload
information about their environment from their personal
interests. The mapping practices imply an ‘empowering
process in their own right: local capacity is developed and
social groups grow around a mapping event’ (Perkins,
2007: 136). 

George Ritzer’s (2007) concept of ‘prosumer’ is
useful here (people that take part in what they consume or
produce). Added to this, it is important to say that the map
is ‘never fully formed’ (2007: 340) and their emergence ‘is
contextual and a mix of creative, reflexive, playful,
affective and habitual practices, affected by knowledge,

experience and skill of the individual to perform mappings
and apply them in the world’ (2007: 341). 

Can Barcelona be Considered an 
Urban Model?
Barcelona has been influenced in different ways by an
ambitious model of planning and urban regeneration
which has created and increased the city’s prestige. Many
plans have been deployed to implement changes aimed at
restructuring the city. In recent years some specialists have
recognized negative effects of the ‘Barcelona model’
(Delgado, 2007; Capel, 2005, 2006; and Borja, 2009) that
involve urban design policies and strategies of urban
management. 
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Figure 2 Extract from Barcelona
city map screen

Figure 3 Extract from Barcelona
city map screen (with user-
generated points)



This contextual frame is important to understand the
mapping practices of this group of Barcelonian inhabitants
and its relation to Foucauldian notions of governmentality
that underpin some aspects of this research. The term
governmentality can be divided into two aspects: one
regarding the idea of ‘govern’, which means the
implementation of practices and projects to form and guide
the conduct, behaviour, and ‘thoughts’; and the second
referring to mentality, i.e. the ‘truths’ that serve as rationale
for the aims of government (Foucault, 1991). 

In the case of Bdebarna it is possible to identify a
contrast between the mentality of the authorities and a
level of resistance among the inhabitants reflected in
different rationalities of space. There are disruptive
relations between governmentality (represented by a series
of policies) and the motivations of people participating in
the process. 

The volunteered discourse generated by inhabitants
facilitates a reconfiguration of space and a re-
appropriation of territory. Such actions help to raise the
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Figure 5 A example of a story or article, as linked to the map through the coloured dots

Figure 4 Extract from Barcelona city centre map screen (with user-generated points)



level of control of their surroundings and create a locally
developed alternative cartography. Prior to generating their
own map, they were faced with a more traditional map that
was not favourable to their lifestyles or beliefs, and one
which was based on a cultural model that did not consider
their needs. Instead, political alternatives and peoples’
engagements are related in an antagonistic way that is
expressed through a collaborative counting-mapping
experience. 

With the incorporation of local voices into maps
(Perkins, 2007: 127) the collective of Barcelona’s citizens
introduced new insights into the relationship between
space, power and subjectivity in the context of mapping
practices. In this way a group of inhabitants are subverting
some ‘truths’ about the spaces of Barcelona city. 

Preliminary Conclusions 
So far, the research shows that from a cultural perspective
it is possible to show how the map is less directly a
political project, but indirectly subverts a place’s meanings
by using local knowledge to express local distinctiviness.
On the other hand, users have deployed mapping practices
to subvert symbolic configurations of urban places, as part
of moves to preserve the city’s cultural memory. At the
same time the exchange of memories, curiosities, personal
experiences, and local knowledge encourages an open
process of reconfiguration of local heritage. In this context
the map is drawing us to provide other views of the city.
Power and affect are two important aspects of social
relations and this investigation suggests that they need to
be studied more frequently in the context of everyday
mapping practices. 
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